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We n:portOG polnt<Oat&Ct ~tt OQ the orpJlIclUpcrc:oaduc1orar(BEDT-TI'F)113 (T c- B 10. 1be 

dvldl .,.. V chara~,* or homocoIltactt of 1h1a material IIIOW' ItI"c.I nol1llnearitlCl which, Lnterpn:ted &I a 
PP-Itructun:, lead to utrtcDdy hlP. values or MItT c ' Amon, othetpoalbWtles, we dbcuss the anomaly to terms of 

a strocIJlytsllwK:ed Mc:MWatr-Rowdlltructure 6(c) at. - ARCS + 4Iph' 'The enhanotment bcallJlCd by deYla1ions 

from the EUuhbert equatlo'" due to .tron, coupllll, U - 1-2) \oJCthet with an Elnsleln phonOD spectrum.. 

Introduction 

Since the discovery of superconductivity in the or
ganic metal (BEDT-TTFJzX [I) a CODlinUOUS rise of 
the 3upen:onducting transition temperature was 
achieved by varying the ~on group X. Starting from 
T,= 1.3 K in IHBEDT-TTFJ2I, (2) it is today 
possible to reach transition 1emperatures of more 
than 10 K in e.g., (BEDT-TTF>2CuNCS (3), In 
contrast to the earlier discovered TMTSF2X family 
of organic superconductors [4 J, 1he properties of the 
BEDT -TTF materials are rather two-- than one
dimeosional (e.g., [5 D. a property shared with many 
high-T c 3uperconductors. 

Tunneling and point-contact experiments on the 
lower-To compounds P-(JlEDT-TTFJ,I, and 
(BEDT -TTF)21zAu gave evidence for an anomalous
ly ItigIt value of the ratio IJ./ /(T, up to 2-3 times the 

BCS value [6,71. This is again a similarity to results 
obtained on high-T c: superconductors (e.g., [8) . 

]n this work, we report on point-contact experi
menlS on a,-(BEDT-TTF)2I,. This material bas a 

transition temperature of 8 K and is obtained from the 
a-phase of (BEDT-TTFJ2I3 by annealing (9). The 
unmodified a-phase is semiconducting below a me
tal-insulator transition temperature of 135 K. We 
discuss several possibilities of an interpretation of the 
strongnonlinearities found in the dYI dlvs. Vcharac
teristics of a,-(BEDT-TTF>2'3 point contads. Inter

preting them in the conventional way as a gap struc
ture, we obtain even larger values of 6.1 kT c ' 

Experimental 

Single crystals of a,- (BEDT -TTFJ 21, were prepa

red by the method described in (9). The samples had 
the form of thin plates with typical dimensions 
0.1 x2x2 mm. Two samples were mechanically made 
to touch in order to form a point contact. Due 10 the 
shape of the stniIe aystals, the c;ontacts were always 
aligned in the ab-direction (the direction of the lower 
resistivity). 

Electrical contacts on the samples were made by 
silver-paint on evaporated gold spots. The dVI dJ vs. 
V characteristics were recorded by a standard four
terminallock-ln technique. The measurements were 
done in the temperature range 1.5-15 K and in mag
netic fields up to 5 T. 

On first touch. the contacts usually were high-
ohmic (-1 kO). their characteristics were noisy and 
irreproducible. lower-ohmic contacts with resistan
ces in the range I-SO 0 were obtained by applying 
voltages of a few hundred mV to the high-ohmic COD-

tacts. Now, qualitatively reproducible characteristics 
with strong nonlinearities could be measured. From a 
theoretical point of view. additional measurements on 
heterocontacts between a,-(BEDT-TTF)213 and a 

normal metal would be interesting. However. we did 
not manage to make high-quality heterocontacts so 
far. 

Results 

We show two examples of temperature-dependent 
characteristics a,-(BEDT -TTF)2I3 point contacts in 
Figs 1 and 2. ]n tbe normal state, the characteristics 
sbow more or less pronounced zero-bias maxima in 
the dYI dI vs Ycharacteristics. The width and height 
of the zero-bias maxima were not reproducible and 
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seems to depend strongly on local properties of the 
conlact region., determined e,g., by mechanical 
stresses or an insulating surface barrier. An increase 
of the temperature to more than 15 K usually caused. 
an irreversible broadening of the maximum. 

Below Tc strong nonlinearities due to the super~ 
conductivity arise. At the lowest temperature, we can 
distinguish between several pans of the supercon
ducting anomaly: 

1) a narrow zero-bias minimum With an almost di~ 
verging differential resistance close to zero bias, 

2) a broader zero--bias minimum, clearly separated 
from the finlt one, with maxima at its edges at vol
tages in the range 8-11 mV (we. call this the ollOain 
structllrea) I 
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'3) additional maxima at higher voltages (harmo
nics) . 

]n Fig. 3, we show the temperature-dependent p0.-
sition of some of the maxima in these characteristics. 

For oW' cbest», curves, the temperature dependence 
of the position of the main-structure maxima seems to 
be like the BCS dependence of the energy gap A. Note 
that the normal-state zero--hias maximum was small 
in this case indicating a not strongly disturbed contact 
region. 

The critical field H c2 of the type II superconductor 

"r-(BEDT-TTF),I, is above 10 T at T - 1.6 K for 
fields parallel to the c-axis. Therefore, we could not 
suppress the superconductivity completely in our 
maximum field, but we observed a quite unusual mal
netic field dependence of the 'superconducting ano
ma1y in the characteristics (Fig. 4). While structure 
(I) seems to be not strongly affected by the field, 
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there is a strong broadening and flattening of the 
main structure. The position of the maxima moves to 
higher voltages linear in the magnetic field. with a 
slope of approximately 0.25 mV IT: 

Discussion 

We call structure (1) cZero Bias Anomaly. (ZBA> 
following Gurvitch et at 110], who observed a similar 
structure in YBCO. Such a structure was also 
observed in K,lIa,_)!iO, by Hinks et al. [ll I. and 
reported at this conference by Smith on NdCeCuO. 
Thus, the appearance of this structure is quite gene
ral. 

We make attempt to regard this structure as a spu
rious effect: Josephson tunneling, a critical current 
effect or some non-equilibrium phase (or quasipar
ticle distribution) in line with the theory of Yansen, 
Khlus, and their associates (12.13) presented attbis 
conference. However, for high-Tc material a similar 
structure is present also in the tunneting regime, 
where it appears as a maximum in the resistivity. For 
this reason, it is possible that this structure is of 
spectroscopic origin, showing e.g. a strongly smeared 
energy gap. We shaIl discuss this point later in more 
details. 

The most cobvious. way to interpret the main 
structure (2) is to associate it with the superconduc
ting gap. Since our contacts are in a metallic regime 
(we always observed minima in the differential re
sistivity), we must assume that Andreev reflections 
arc responsible for the observation of the gap, al
though not in a straightforward way like in NIS hete
rocontacts between a normal metal and a supercon
ductor 114 J. First of all, we note that our contacts do 
not have zero resistance at Y - 0, so that the contact 
region must be normal-conducting, e.g. due to me

. chanical distortions. Therefore, there are two N I S 
boundaries between the distorted region and the 
superconducting material at both sides of the contact. 
At these boundaries Andreev reflections are possible. 
For a current flow from one side of the contact to 
the other two Andreev reflections must happen, 
giving rise to an observation of structures connected 
with 4A instead of 2A as in a HIS contact. For a 
more detailed discussion of this mechanism, we refer 
to [IS I. 

Interpreting the structure in this way, we obtain 
values of A in the range 4-5.5 meV. Since the BCS gap 
showd be ABCS - 1.3 meV for Tc - 8 K, we obtain 
abnormally large ratios AI kTc::::: 3-4 times the BCS 

value from Qur measurements. Note that the variation 
of the differential resistance (as indicated in the figu
re) due to this structure is approximately 2 for the 
cbest. characteristics, as expected in case of Andreev 
reflections in a clean metallic contact 114 J. However, 
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we are not able to explain such high gap values theo
retically even for very strong coupling. 

Another possible interpretation is in terms of non
equilibrium phases, or distributions, arising because 
the mean free path I (t) drops sharply when e ::::: wph ' 

as discussed by Khlus. Yanson, Kulik, Omelyan
chouk and others at this conference. A strong non
linearity is expected at voltages around. but not nec
cessarily exactly at a phonon frequency wph' For a 

detailed discussion, we refer to [121. 
The broadening of the structure in a magnetic field 

seems to fit beller such a model than a spectroscopic 
one, because it seems unlikely that a gap broadens in 
a magnetic field. In experiments on normal super
conductors, a Similar structure ascribed to a nonequi
librium distribution was found to broaden with the 
temperature [12]. 

However, tunneling experiments on 
ji-(lIEDT-TTF),I, and (lIEDT-TTF),I,Au show 
quite broad gap structures as well {6,7 J. Our results 
on at (BEDT -TTF) 213 thus might show a tendency to 

an increasing of the ratio AlkTc with increasing of 

transition temperatures in the BEDT -TTF family. 
In this work we want to discuss an alternative inter

pretation in terms of a giant McMillan-Rowell struc
ture. The «Dormal. phonon structure is enhanced by 
orders of magnitude when A(t) = wph' For an Ein

stein spectrum, the gap function 6(t) at 
t = ABCS + wph is about 3-4 times larger than 

o,BCS = A(O) (see Fig. 5) . . The theory predicts that 
the real part of A(wph) is comparable with wph for a 

value of A close to 1. This was pointed out Omelyan
chouk [16], and we discussed it earlier in more de
tails [17]. 

The problem here is that even when ReA(t) = t, 
ImA(t) is large and the term 
Re IA(t)(t2 - A2(t»-I12 ) in the Eliashberg equation 
does not diverge. We carried out numerical ca1cu
lations {l8] showing that even when ImA(t) is in
cluded, there is a singularity for a value of A somewhat 
larger than the value that just gives ReA(t) = t. 

For a comparison with our results, we must assume 
that the width of the main structure now gives 
46(£) ~ 4(6BCS + w Oh). i.e 6(£) ~ 4-S.S meV. From 

Raman measurements, we know that there is an 
Einstein phonon at an energy of "'ph::::: 4 meV in 

Qi(BEDT-TTF)2I3 19]. Therefore, ABCS + wph is 

indeed not far away from the experimental values. 
The higher-order structures (3) are interpreted as 

the harmonics of the main structure. Harmonics were 
seen belore. e.g. by Akimenko et aI. [191. We 1171 
attributed the second harmonic here to an inherent 
effect, following from an extension of Eliashberg 
theory. 
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When we interpret the main structure as a phonon 
structure. we are faced with the dilemma. where did 
the Giaever structure at 6 BCS go? We suggest that we 
see the minimum excitation energy in structure (J). 

the ZHA. In Fig. 5 we show our proposed form of 6(t). 
Right on the Fermi swfaee CPS). &(0) = &BCS = 
= 1.76 - 2kTc .Atenerg.iesesmaUerthan6scs (say, 

0.2 to 0.3 ABCS) A(e) falls sbarply. so !bat the mini-
mum. excitation energy is obtained slightly away from 
the FS. A3 e increases further towards Ci.lph' 6(t) rises 

sharply and has a huge maximum at e = (Vph + 6 BCS' 

giving rise to the main structure. 
We obtained the sharp fall in 6(&) at very low ener

gies theoretically. wben we solved the gap equation in 
the presence of a strong Coulomb interact~on (20 J. 
Because of this sharp fall, the Coulomb interaction 
does not suppress T but may actually enhance it 
[21]. The Coulomb hl1eraction in the cuprates, as 
well as in the organics, is undoubtedly extremely 
strong, and conveotiOAah- theory «.e. the McMillan 
equation for T or some similar theory [22» cannot 
aa:ount for th~ high value of T c with the Coulomb 
interactions properly included. 
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Relationship with normal-state properties 

Supecconductiong properties are intimately related 
with normal state properties; this Is the case for the 
organics as well as for the cuprates. A salient normal 
state property, presented at this conference by 
Kirtley, is the linear voltage dependence of the 
tunneling oonductivity in the normal state. The 
question arises, whether this is an inherent property 
(as suggested,Jor example, dy Varma et al. 123» ora 
spurious property, as suggested by Kirtley et at. (2. J. 

Our position is that this linear voltage dependence 
is an inherent property, following from a linear 
energy dependence of the density of states near the 
Fermi level, i,e. N(&) - e, where & is measured from 
the Fermi energy. This feature is present in the 
AltshUler-Aronov theory for highly disordered sys
tems [25]. We suggest that this fcatureis present also 
in ordered systems, when the screening (for states 
near the Fermi level) is reduced. for example because 
of low-'di.mensionality. This gives rise to a strongly 
k-dependent effective Coulomb interaction, We pre
sent a theory for the superconductivity based on this 
concept elsewhere 121 J. The anomalous normal state 
properties of the cuprates as well as of the organic 
metals «.e. p - T for elastic scattering in YBCO. and 
p - 'f'l for e1ectron-phonon scattering in the organics, 
the anomalous Hall constant jn both families and the 
anomalous TEP in the cuprates, etc.) follow .auto
matically. from the relationship N(.) - • 126 J. 

Summary 

The point-contact characteristics of 
Clr(BEDT-TTF)2I) show sirongnonlinearities due to 

the superconductivity. which do not easily fit into the 
existing theories. In case of a speclroscopic origin of 
these structures, interpreted in the conventional way I 
we find extremdy bigh values for the energy gap .6. 
A3 a possible explanation we discussed a strongly 
enhanced McMillan-Rowen structure. i.e. an obser
vation of aD en.ergy-dependent 6(&). Such an 
approach appears to be promising for bigh-T c cuprate 
superconductors as well. There is a theoretical de
scription of these effects up to first order for N IS 
heterocontacts (16 J. but a compJete description, in 
particular for homocontacts, is missing so far. 
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